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North East Culture and Tourism Recovery and 
Resilience Plan 
North East Culture Partnership, 20.04.2020 
 
Introduction 

 
We feel the current COVID-19 crisis presents a strategic need for the North East Culture Partnership to lead on 
producing a Culture and Tourism Recovery and Resilience Plan on behalf of the region’s arts, heritage and 
tourism organisations. 
 
This will help us to ensure we are on the front foot once the lockdown period ends and the North East begins 
to recover from the crisis. 

Rather than spend the Spring and Summer on refreshing Case for Culture we now propose to focus our staff 
resources on developing, consulting and delivering a practical Culture and Tourism Recovery and Resilience 
Plan for the North East. 

 
 

Objectives 

The North East Culture and Tourism Recovery and Resilience Plan has 3 main objectives: 
 

1. To make a clear case for culture and tourism as part of the region’s wider economic and community 
recovery, in partnership with LEPS, Combined Authorities, local authorities, North East Tourism 
Alliance and regional and national funders. 

2. To encourage financial investment and support for our arts, heritage and tourism organisations to 
sustain and recover from the current crisis. 

3. To implement press, communications and social media around the role of our arts and heritage 
organisations during the recovery period and build on digital initiatives emerging from the sector. 

 
 

Process 
 

NECP managers have capacity to coordinate the Recovery Plan during the pandemic lockdown so that we have 
a plan ready to engage the sector with once things start to resume. We believe we can address a number of 
these issues through our existing Case for Culture groups and would also plan to engage the wider NECP 
Board, businesses, universities, FE and health leaders, LEPs, Combined Authorities, NE Tourism Alliance, Arts 
Council England, Historic England and Heritage Lottery Fund to build a practical Recovery Plan on behalf of the 
region. 

We aim to negotiate with Heritage Lottery so that their current funding can support our work on the Recovery 
Plan and will also explore potential for additional funding from Arts Council England and other sources. 

The NECP Board would be asked to sign-off the Recovery Plan which would also be presented to the 
Association of North East Councils for their comment, review and support. 
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Subjects for the Recovery Plan could include: 
 

• IMPACT AND DATA: Measuring impact of the crisis on our arts and heritage organisations - our first 
NECP sector COVID-19 questionnaire has already been issued and the data is being analysed. 

• FUNDING: Developing an economic investment plan with regional and national funders. 
• SUSTAINABILITY: Gathering ideas and initiatives around organisational sustainability. 
• COMMUNITIES: Social impact of arts and heritage organisations on local communities. Looking at 

proposals for medium and longer-term activity where arts and heritage organisations can help with 
recovery with local communities and Public Health sector. 

• LOCKDOWN INITIATIVES: Ideas for engaging and supporting communities during the lockdown period 
(digital initiatives, livestreaming and examples where the sector has supported vulnerable 
communities). 

• WORKFORCE: Employment, skills, job retention issues for cultural sector. 
• RECOVERY TOOLKITS: Engaging with national cultural agencies on Recovery toolkits for different 

sectors (Festivals, Theatres, Museums, Touring etc) 
• NEW IDEAS AND OPPORTUNITIES: Ideas and new initiatives where arts and heritage organisations 

might work in new ways or produce new work to support the regional recovery including innovation, 
the environment, diversity or health. 

• ADVOCACY: Making the Case for Culture within the regional recovery plans, press and 
communications and ensuring our messages work with those in tourism and business 

The above list is illustrative and would be informed through consultation with NECP Board Members partners 
and analysis of surveys currently underway. 
 
Proposed Timeline 
 
During spring and summer, we will begin to develop a document based on our Case for Culture structure and 
drawing in ideas, conversations and emerging policy from the wider community. We plan to work closely with 
the sub-regional culture partnerships to include their perspectives and ideas from around the North East. 
Managers will circulate drafts to Case for Culture chairs for their input / comments and work with any 
NECP Board members who are able to commit time to the process. 

• April - July: Managers will aim to engage with all members of the NECP Board to establish who has 
the availability to contribute to the Recovery Plan. We will regularly circulate questionnaires and 
work to build up a regional picture through home-working research, calls and online meetings with 
regional arts and heritage leaders. We will circulate drafts to the NECP Board for discussion and 
input and also engage funders and strategic regional partners. 

• July: We will continue to consult and gather information – we can do this through online group 
meetings/focus groups and/or with Survey Monkey type consultation (online questionnaires). Work 
with Solutions Group to plan design presentation options / video / animation. Work with Crystallised 
to plan and deliver online consultations / social media / press. 

• August: A draft text and design layout produced for targeted stakeholder input, for example, ANEC, 
funders, sub-regional partnerships, universities, Chamber of Commerce etc. 

• Autumn: Roll out of North East Arts and Heritage Recovery plan to regional organisations, supported 
with regional and national comms and PR. We feel the final document/toolkit should be online, so it 
may be revised and refreshed during recovery.  

 
  Conclusion 
 

Our ambition is to build on the regional work of our North East Culture Partnership and to produce a useful 
and practical Culture and Tourism Recovery and Resilience Plan for the North East. NECP managers are 
currently working from home and aim to facilitate and coordinate the process, working with Board Members 
engaging with stakeholders online so that we can continue to convene conversations for the sector, build on 
the work of our Case for Culture groups and support the regions recovery from the current crisis. 


